
 WHAT IS A TBI?

A TBI is a blow or jolt to the head that can

happen directly or indirectly, disrupting the

normal function of the brain. 

Even though not all blows to the head

result in injury, some, including

concussions, may knock you out or make

you feel confused for a period of time. 

Despite the sometimes invisible nature of

detecting a brain injury, the long-term

changes that result can often impact

relationships, employment, mental health,

and more.
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POTENTIAL CHANGES

A traumatic brain injury, or TBI, is known as the signature

wound of recent wars but veterans can sustain a brain injury

in their community, at home as well. Awareness, diagnosis,

and connecting to resources are key to helping with

community engagement and making sure the veteran,

caregivers, and their family are supported.
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CAREGIVERS & FAMILY

Due to medical advances and emergency practices, more

military service members are coming home as survivors of

catastrophic battlefield injuries. At the same time,

veterans from previous wars and conflicts are

experiencing the effects of aging, compounded by health

issues related to their service. The long-term support

responsibilities increasingly fall on the shoulders of family

members and friends, who often prioritize the needs of

their loved ones over their own.

With heavy workloads and lengthy

systems, some veteran programs are

complicated and it  may feel l ike things

are moving too slow. Fol lowing up is key

to advocating and it 's  possible to be

persistent without coming across as rude.

Seek out support groups and addit ional

resources that are avai lable more quickly

whi le wait ing for other services.

Take  detai led notes of conversations,

phone cal ls ,  and appointments to refer

back to later.  Be sure to get any

diagnosis paperwork from the VA or

medical professionals to help with

el igibi l i ty or cr iter ia later down the road.

Keep al l  of this paperwork, including

medication information, in a notebook or

binder to refer back to.

STAY  POSITIVE  AND  BE

PATIENT

DOCUMENT  EVERYTHING

Always ask if  other services are avai lable

- addit ional benefits or resources may be

avai lable that you may not know about.

Be sure to ask about caregiver resources

as well .  By taking care of yourself ,  you

are better able to take care of others.

NEVER  GIVE  UP

RESOURCES

Operation We Are Here:

www.operationwearehere.com/TBI

Neuro Community Care:

neurocc.com

Department of Military Affairs:

www.milvets.nc.gov

Make the Connection: 

 maketheconnection.net

Elizabeth Dole Foundation: 

 www.elizabethdolefoundation.org

Veterans Families United:

veteransfamiliesunited.org

Operation Family Caregiver: 

 www.operationfamilycaregiver.org

VA Caregiver: 

 www.caregiver.va.gov or 1-855-

260-3274

AARP Caregiving: 

 www.aarp.org/caregiving



CONCUSSION

According to the Department of Defense, the majority of TBIs sustained

by the military were of mild severity (also termed concussion). Some

service members may sustain a single or multiple concussions

throughout their time in the military and not even be aware of it.

Because a person might not lose consciousness, they may incorrectly

assume that everything is fine. Not all hits to the head result in a

concussion, but the ones that do might experience ringing of the ears,

nausea, dizziness, headaches, change in vision, difficulty with

sleep, or fluctuating mood that become evident hours, days, or weeks

after the initial injury. Veterans with discharges ranging from honorable

to other than honorable may not even have a brain injury diagnosis

despite experiencing lasting symptoms sometimes attributed to mental

health conditions such as post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD).

FAST FACTS

Recovery for each person after a TBI or

concussion is different. Most people

(around 90%) recover from a concussion

within days or weeks, while others live with

long-term effects. 

Worsening headaches

Worsening balance or coordination 

Double vis ion or other vis ion changes 

One pupil  larger than the other 

Decreased level of alertness,

drowsiness,  or inabi l i ty to wake up

Increased forgetfulness,  disorientation

or confusion 

Repeated vomiting or nausea

Seizures or convulsions 

Slurred speech 

Unusual behavior,  rest lessness,  or

agitation 

It is important to be honest about your symptoms with your medical provider to not put yourself

at risk for further injury or even fatal consequences. If symptoms worsen, see a medical provider.

RECOVERY  IS

POSSIBLE  BUT  TAKES

TIME  & REST

WARNING  SIGNS

AFTER  A  BLOW  TO

THE  HEAD

Consult with a medical professional. Rest

within 48 hours of injury.

Drink plenty of water & eat a healthy diet.

When starting activity, avoid over-

exerting or continuing when experiencing

symptoms. Avoid contact sports or other

situations that might lead to an additional

concussion.

Get plenty of sleep, rest, and take breaks. 

Avoid caffeine and "energy enhancing"

products. Avoid smoking, drinking alcohol,

or over-the-counter medications unless

prescribed. 

A concussion can occur from a direct blow

to the head (like from a fall or an object

hitting it) or indirectly from fast movement

making the brain jostle within the skull (like a

car collision or blast).



Service members and veterans often find themselves having

difficulty connecting to brain injury services upon returning home

due to stigma. Veterans may be more at risk for challenges with

mental health, suicide, substance use, homelessness, and

unemployment. Connecting to services and others as soon as

possible can help to prevent negative outcomes for veterans and

their families.

TIPS FOR

COPING &

RESOURCES

Brainline: www.brainline.org 

NC Serves:  northcarolina.uso.org

Defense & Veterans Brain Injury Center (DVBIC):

dvbic.dcoe.mil

Department of Military Affairs:

www.milvets.nc.gov

NC4ME:  www.nc4me.org

Vet Centers:  www.vetcenter.va.gov

Veterans Crisis Line:

www.veteranscrisisline.net or call 1-800-273-

8255 and Press 1

NC Governor's Working Group on Veterans:

ncgwg.org

RESOURCES

CREATE  S TRUC TURE

Keep routines with scheduled breaks

Minimize distractions or clutter.

Create a consistent schedule.

Break large tasks, goals, or instructions into

smaller, manageable ones (one at a time).

PRAC T I C E  CREAT I V I T Y

Flexibility in rehabilitation

Make opportunities out of every activity or

chore into practicing a skill. 

Use repetition, rephrasing, and cueing while

providing written, accessible handouts.

TRY ,  ADAPT ,  AND  MOD I F Y

Every person is different

Use planners, labeling, color-coding,

notebooks, Smartphone apps, and

communication books to help with tasks.

If something doesn't work or fit, brainstorm

ways to modify it for the person. Seek out

specialists for assistive technology or tools.

BE  PROACT I V E  

in solving problems & plan ahead

Offer or ask for on-the-spot, specific

feedback (what do you want vs. do not). 

Create plans or develop alternative

strategies for escalating mood or behavior. 

Investigate behaviors for communication

(expressing a need, safety, or discomfort).

CONNEC T  

with resources & people

Prevent any feeling of isolation by linking

with supports in the area or online. 

Identify what you need with self-care to

prevent burnout, fatigue, and frustration.

EDUCATE

then advocate

Educate yourself and others on brain injury

to advocate for your needs and services. 

Look online for resources, events, education,

committees, and more.


